
  

The Alex Jones Show(VIDEO Commercial Free) Sunday October 26 2014: Michael Cargill   VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9wYf3yw2Ig&index=6&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB

The Alex Jones Show(VIDEO Commercial Free) Monday October 27 2014: Steve Quayle, Joel Gilbert   VIDEO LINK BELOW 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhs-15tNodA&index=5&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB

The Alex Jones Show(VIDEO Commercial Free) Tuesday October 28 2014: John Draper   VIDEO LINK BELOW 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr3VYDPFc0A&index=4&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB

The Alex Jones Show(VIDEO Commercial Free) Wednesday October 29 2014:George Noory   VIDEO LINK  BELOW 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVgoGX8RJT4&index=3&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB

The Alex Jones Show(VIDEO Commercial Free) Thursday October 30 2014: Steve Quayle VIDEO LINK BELOW 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFMvj9dddHk&index=2&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB

The Alex Jones Show(VIDEO Commercial Free) Friday October 31 2014: Dr. Joseph Mercola VIDEO LINK BELOW 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPIPxhmwi7A&index=1&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB

 

                  The Alex Jones Show 10-26-14 10-31-14 Sunday
                      Monday-Friday& Infowars Nightly News

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9wYf3yw2Ig&index=6&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhs-15tNodA&index=5&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr3VYDPFc0A&index=4&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVgoGX8RJT4&index=3&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFMvj9dddHk&index=2&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPIPxhmwi7A&index=1&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiWfx0AMNzeJuohwUrt7rPOB


  

 

Infowars Nightly News 

INFOWARS Nightly News: with David Knight Monday October 27 2014: Plus Special Reports    VIDEO LINK BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvxezSc9nIs&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=5

INFOWARS Nightly News: with Lee Ann McAdoo Tuesday October 28 2014: Plus Special Reports    VIDEO LINK BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmoNtjrzlZU&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=4

INFOWARS Nightly News: with Jakari Jackson Wednesday October 29 2014: Plus Special Reports   VIDEO LINK BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCxsm-Pz6ks&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=3

INFOWARS Nightly News: with David Knight Thursday October 30 2014: Plus Special Reports   VIDEO LINK BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFf6Nx_OgTU&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=2

INFOWARS Nightly News: with Lee Ann McAdoo Friday October 31 2014: Plus Special Reports   VIDEO LINK BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moXbcLCDyD4&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvxezSc9nIs&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=5
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmoNtjrzlZU&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCxsm-Pz6ks&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFf6Nx_OgTU&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moXbcLCDyD4&list=PLgnGBrg8NoiVJy6KDDIeoyPlYt1z-zJgq&index=1
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The Alex Jones Show is a nationally syndicated news/talk show based out of Austin, TX. The show is 
syndicated by the Genesis Communication Network on over 150 AM and FM radio stations across the United 
States, and has a gained a large internet based audience.
Internationally recognized veteran broadcaster, documentary filmmaker, and investigative journalist Alex Jones has 
been featured as a prominent figure of the 9/11 Truth Movement in such publications as The New York Times, Vanity 
Fair, Rolling Stone Magazine and Popular Mechanics. He has appeared on Good Morning America, The View, 20/20 
Downtown, 60 Minutes, The Discovery Channel, The History Channel, Fox News, CNN, TalkSport (UK), Russia 
Today, Channel 4 (UK), A&E, America’s most widely listened to late night radio show, Coast to Coast AM, C-Span, 
and many other venues. Patrick Beech of the Austin-American Statesman has described Jones as “an absolutely 
riveting television presence.”

A 2011 Rolling Stone article described Jones as “a giant in America’s conspiracy subculture,” with a subsequent in-
depth profile adding that he made Glenn Beck and Rush Limbaugh, “sound like tea-sipping NPR hosts on Zoloft.”  
Many have attributed Jones’ success to him being at the innovative forefront of viral media, a process that began 
right at the start of his documentary film career with Jones encouraging viewers to make copies of his work to 
increase distribution and get the word out. “Alex Jones is a model for people to create their own media,” Michael 
Harrison, editor of the industry trade magazine Talkers, told Rolling Stone writer Alexander Zaitchik. “When the 
history is written of talk broadcasting’s transition from the corporate model of the 20th century to the digital, 
independent model of the 21st century, he will be considered an early trailblazer.”

http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/talk-radios-alex-jones-the-most-paranoid-man-in-america-20110302


  

As a dedicated and aggressive Constutionalist, Jones consistently defends the Bill of Rights, property rights, and our 
nation’s borders. In the spirit of Thomas Jefferson and George Washington, Jones passionately argues against 
foreign entanglements and wars for the sake of corporate and banking interests. Jones avoids the bogus political 
labels of “left and right” and instead focuses on what really matters — what’s right and wrong. As a tenacious 
journalist, Jones has broken hundreds of national stories over the span of his career, a feat that led to Matt Drudge 
giving Infowars.com a much coveted spot on the permanent links section of his hugely influential and highly 
trafficked website, DrudgeReport.com.

Jones’ mission is to re-ignite the spirit of 1776 and stand as an example of the fact that one man can build a vocal 
media platform without the aid of big corporate news networks that only serve to compromise and dilute the core 
message of freedom and liberty.

Jones began his career in Austin, Texas, with a live, call-in format cable access television program. In 1996, he 
hosted a show dubbed The Final Edition on KJFK, and the following year he debuted his first documentary, America 
Destroyed By Design. In 1999, he tied with Shannon Burke of KJFK 98.9FM for that year’s “Best Austin Talk Radio 
Host” poll as voted by The Austin Chronicle readers.

http://www.infowars.com/
http://drudgereport.com/


  

Alex’s mainstay is his nationally syndicated news-talk show produced from his studio in Austin and broadcast on the 
Genesis Communication Network, based in Minnesota. The Alex Jones Show airs on over 60 AM, FM, and 
shortwave stations across the United States Monday through Friday from 11:00 a.m.—2:00 p.m. Central 
Standard Time. As well, Alex’s show is the largest draw for the talk genre on Shoutcast and the Internet. Alex does 
a syndicated and nationally broadcast Sunday show on Emmis Communications’ KLBJ 590 AM in Austin, Texas.

Jones is recognized for his incisive and hard-hitting interviews with a wide range of guests. Prominent guests 
include Willie Nelson, Charlie Sheen, Chuck Norris, Jesse Ventura, Ted Nugent, Lou Dobbs, Tommy Chong, 
Christine Ebersole, Ed Asner, and others. Regular guests include Aimee Allen, William Rodriguez, professor Steven 
E. Jones, the late Aaron Russo, David Ray Griffin, Jeff Rense, David Icke, Jim Marrs, Mike Rivero, Webster Tarpley, 
Paul Craig Roberts, and Bob Chapman. Alex has interviewed hundreds of politicians, government officials, 
researchers, political activists, authors, economists, political analysts, scientists, and entertainers, including Rep. 
Dennis Kucinich, Ralph Nader, Chuck Baldwin, George Galloway, Gore Vidal, Greg Palast, David Lynch, Joseph



  

Stiglitz, Andreas von Bülow, Noam Chomsky, Pat Buchanan, Eva Orner, and even David Mayer de Rothschild, to 
name but a few.
Alex’s interview with actor Charlie Sheen, who disputed the official explanation of the attacks of September 11, 
2001, received mainstream notice on CNN Showbiz Tonight, Fox News’ Hannity & Colmes, and Jimmy Kimmel Live. 
Willie Nelson’s questioning of 9/11 on Alex’s radio show resulted in Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly featuring the iconic 
musician and political activist on the “Pinheads & Patriots” segment of his O’Reilly Factor television show. Nelson 
also called for the impeachment of Bush on Alex’s show. 

As well, former Minnesota governor and actor Jesse Ventura received criticism across the range of the corporate 
media for his questioning the collapse of the WTC buildings, making the comparison with that of a controlled 
demolition, an area Ventura is knowledgeable in as a former Navy SEAL with demolition experience.

“If you’ve never heard of Alex Jones, then you’ve been missing out on some of the most dynamic, hard-hitting radio 
on the planet,” explains ZDNet. “This guy is a national treasure, a light breaking through the electronic Berlin Wall of 
the US media establishment,” adds BBC investigative journalist Greg Palast.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6UhyNtiSgyg


  

America: Destroyed By Design (1998)
Alex Jones is a prolific filmmaker, producing on average two films per year since his first documentary, America: Destroyed By Design, 
was released in 1997. Alex’s films primarily document the emergence of the New World Order, world totalitarian government, the steady 
erosion of the Constitution and national sovereignty in the United States, government corruption, corporate fascism, eugenics, martial 
law and the encroaching police state.

America: Destroyed By Design (1997)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
“Find out how the sovereignty of the United States is being subordinated to the globalist 
interests, through such examples as the Foundations at the Presidio and the Panama Canal. 
See United Nations and Chinese Interests are affecting our nation. Witness the United 
Nation’s indoctrination of America’s children and watch exclusive interviews with witnesses 
of the Oklahoma City Bombing.” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsKVyhuBf3c

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsKVyhuBf3c


  

Police State 2000 (1999)

Police State 2000 (2000)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Exposes the growing militarization of American law enforcement and 
the growing relationship between the military and the police.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKUviUulaeQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKUviUulaeQ


  

Are You Practicing Communism?(1999) 

Are You Practicing Communism? VIDEO LINK BELOW 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7gbgKWBLDA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7gbgKWBLDA


  

America Wake Up (Or Waco) (2000)

America: Wake Up (Or Waco) (2000)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Documents how the U.S. Government grossly overstepped Constitutional boundaries, as 
well as the cover up that followed with the Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2T0RWIsvCRY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2T0RWIsvCRY


  

The Best Of Alex Jones (2000) 

The Best of Alex Jones 2000  VIDEO LINK BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_F9-PE0xx4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_F9-PE0xx4


  

Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove (2000) 

Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove (2000)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Jones’ “Dark Secrets: Inside the Bohemian Grove” documented the first ever hidden camera 
incursion into the Grove and the bizarre pagan ritual, the Cremation of Care, practiced by its 
members, all men, including both Presidents Bush, Bill Clinton, Jimmy Carter, Colin Powell, and 
Henry Kissinger to name but a few. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XNzbfNPMcE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XNzbfNPMcE


  

Police State 2: The Takeover (2000)

Police State 2: The Takeover (2000)   VIDEO LINK BELOW 
From children in public schools being trained to turn in their peers and 
parents to the National Guard and Army patrolling our country’s 
highways, The Takeover reveals the most threatening developments of 
police state control in our age
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Cf_tZzABgE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Cf_tZzABgE


  

Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports Exposed (2001) 

Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports Exposed (2000)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
There are over 85,000 Federal and regional governmental institutions: school districts, 
water and power authorities, country and city governments — and they own over 70 
percent of the stock market. The video includes an interview with Joe Banister, former 
IRS Special Agent, exposing how the IRS is a collection agency for the private, run-for-
profit Federal Reserve.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMfnXU4_daw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMfnXU4_daw


  

9/11: The Road To Tyranny (2001)

9-11: The Road to Tyranny (2002)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Details the birth of a global police state, the history of government sponsored terrorism, the 
modern implementation of fear-based control, and the future plans of the New World Order. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7a9MsVpn8-w

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7a9MsVpn8-w


  

The Masters Of Terror (2002)

The Masters of Terror (2002)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
In two hours, Alex Jones reveals the Globalists’ master plan for world domination. In 
this powerful expose, Jones explains why the elite are using manufactured terrorism to 
drive the populations into accepting tyranny. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4VqRW4HfOQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4VqRW4HfOQ


  

   The Matrix Of Evil (2002)

The Matrix of Evil (2003)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Matrix of Evil contains footage from speeches and conversations with Alex 
Jones, Congressman Ron Paul, Colonel Craig Roberts, Congresswoman 
Cynthia McKinney and Frank Morales. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxllWCPw6sU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxllWCPw6sU


  

Police State 3: Total Enslavement (2002) 

Police State 3: Total Enslavement (2003) VIDEO LINK BELOW 
This film documents the nightmare rise of the Homeland Security dictatorship, 
Patriot Acts 1 and 2, the Total Information Awareness Network, government-run 
white slavery rings, the new prison surveillance economy and much more.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4RWRm-bgv8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4RWRm-bgv8


  

American Dictators Documenting The Staged 2004 Election 
(2004)

American Dictators: Documenting The Staged 2004 Election  VIDEO LINK BELOW  
(2004) American Dictators is a 90+ minute expose chronicling the degeneration of 
America’s political process. Alex Jones rips away layer after layer of the false left-right 
paradigm and finally reveals the 2004 election.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cIh36N1LwY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cIh36N1LwY


  

Martial Law 9/11: Rise of the Police State (2005)

Martial Law 9/11: Rise of the Police State (2005)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
From the frontlines of the Police State to the darkest sanctum of the secret society that controls 
it, Martial Law reveals the master plan of a group hell-bent on capturing America today — and 
tomorrow the world. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqxUFVsmPcQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqxUFVsmPcQ


  

   The Order Of Death (2005)

The Order of Death (2005)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Exposes the connections between the Bohemian Club and Skull and Bones and 
other occult secret societies. Jones explores the roots of the Grove and its links to 
occult networks dating back to ancient Egypt and Babylon. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FupxiVETO-Q

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FupxiVETO-Q


  

Terror Storm: A History of Government Sponsored 
Terrorism (2006) 

Terror Storm: A History of Government-Sponsored Terrorism (2006)  VIDEO LINK 
BELOW 
Throughout history, criminal elements inside governments have carried out 
terror attacks against their own populations as a pretext to enslave them. 
TERRORSTORM reveals how, in the last hundred years, Western leaders have 
repeatedly murdered their own citizens while posing as their saviors. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKSYj8flnIQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKSYj8flnIQ


  

Endgame: Blueprint For Global Enslavement (2007)

Endgame: Blueprint for Global Enslavement (2007)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Jones chronicles the history of the global elite’s bloody rise to power and reveals 
how they have funded dictators and financed the bloodiest wars—creating order out 
of chaos to pave the way for the first true world empire.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho


  

Loose Change Final Cut (2007)

Loose Change VIDEO BELOW
●Final Cut proves the official story of 9/11 - 'that the impact of two planes flying into 
two World Trade Center towers and the resulting fires caused three World Trade 
Center steel framed buildings to collapse' is false. Using witness testimony, expert 
analysis, news footage, and corroborating evidence this film is the most explosive 
and important film of the decade. Starring George W Bush, Condoleeza RIce, DIck 
Cheney, Philip Zelikow, Dan Rather, the late Peter Jennings, contributors from Fox 
News, ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, firefighters, first responders and 9/11 victims, the film 
exposes the inconsistencies and lies put forward by the Bush administration in the 
hours, days and weeks after 9/11, and their role in hoaxing the American people that 
19 islamic terrorists were the sole perpetrators of 9/11, the crime of the century. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbXQ_I81pYk
●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbXQ_I81pYk


  

Battle For The Republic (2007) 

Battle For The Republic V  VIDEO LINK 
BELOW 

Alex Jones' Battle For The Republic exposes how the elite are using illegal 
immigration and pushing amnesty as a means of pulverizing the American 
middle class and ensuring that U.S. citizens, black, white and hispanic alike, 
are forced to sacrifice their freedom and sovereignty as America is sunk into a 
third world cesspool. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBWIZeFOTng

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBWIZeFOTng


  

The 9/11 Chronicles: Truth Rising (2008) 

The 9/11 Chronicles: Truth Rising (2008)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Including interviews with Jesse Ventura, Rosie O’Donnell, George Carlin, Willie 
Nelson and Martin Sheen, this film is unlike anything you have ever seen. The only 
question after viewing it is: will you become part of the Truth Rising? 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-yscpNIxjI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-yscpNIxjI


  

     Fabled Enemies (2008) 

Fabled Enemies (2008)  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Directed by Jason Bermas, this documentary was produced by Alex Jones. 7 years 
after 9/11, the supposed mastermind behind the attacks is still at large, and the 
nation is entrenched in multiple wars in the Middle East.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28tE0fKpISM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28tE0fKpISM


  

The Obama Deception: The Mask Comes Off (2009)

The Obama Deception  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
The Obama Deception is a hard-hitting film that completely destroys the myth that 
Barack Obama is working for the best interests of the American people. The Obama 
phenomenon is a hoax carefully crafted by the captains of the New World Order.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAaQNACwaLw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAaQNACwaLw


  

Fall Of The Republic: Vol. 1 The Presidency Of Barack 
H. Obama (2009)

Fall Of The Republic  VIDEO LINK BELOW 
Fall Of The Republic documents how an offshore corporate cartel is bankrupting the US 
economy by design. Leaders are now declaring that world government has arrived and 
that the dollar will be replaced by a new global currency. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VebOTc-7shU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VebOTc-7shU


  

Reflections And Warnings: An Interview With Aaron 
Russo (2009)

Reflections and Warnings: An Interview with Aaron Russo 2009  VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGAaPjqdbgQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGAaPjqdbgQ


  

Police State IV: The Rise Of FEMA (2010)

POLICE STATE 4 VIDEO BELOW
chronicles the sickening depths to which our republic has fallen. Veteran documentary 
filmmaker Alex Jones conclusively proves the existence of a secret network of FEMA 
camps, now being expanded nationwide. The military industrial complex is transforming 
our once free nation into a giant prison camp. A cashless society control grid, 
constructed in the name of fighting terrorism, was actually built to enslave the American 
people. Body scanners, sound cannons, citizen spies, staged terror and cameras on 
every street corner -- it's only the beginning of the New World Order's hellish plan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Klqv9t1zVww

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Klqv9t1zVww


  

Invisible Empire: A New World Order Defined (2010) 

Invisible Empire A New World Order Defined 2010 VIDEO BELOW
For the first time ever, the secret agenda of the planet’s ruthless Super-class is 
exposed in stark detail. This documentary film chronicles how men of power and 
influence have worked in stealth for centuries to establish an oppressive world 
government. Learn how this global oligarchy controls the populace through drug 
trafficking, money laundering, staged terror attacks, media propaganda and debt. 
The criminal controllers have successfully dominated the globe and are now in the 
final phase of consolidating power. Invisible Empire is a damning indictment of the 
globalists through their own words and documents.Worldwide tyranny isn’t coming, 
it’s here. This isn’t conspiracy theory, it’s conspiracy fact. The New World Order is 
out in the open— all documented in stunning living color. Unelected bureaucrats are 
establishing regional unions under one superstate. Witness their plan for a global tax 
and a cashless surveillance society in which every man, woman and child is micro-
chipped at birth.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NO24XmP1c5E

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NO24XmP1c5E


  

New World Order: Blueprint Of Madmen (2012) 

New World Order: Blueprint of Madmen  VIDEO BELOW
Alex Jones' latest documentary shatters the hoax of the terrorism, 
revealing instead that government is history's greatest killer. Now a 
21st century technocratic global corporate tyranny seeks to kill 
billions with the superweapons it has created under a police state 
control grid and through the central banking warfare model it brought 
to life. This documentary is another powerful tool in exposing the false 
threats used by the elite to control us-- powerful because it casts an 
even greater light on their own dangerous megalomaniacal quest for 
total power. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCbKUd1sTiU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCbKUd1sTiU


  

Alex Jones Political Activism

Jones’ political activism began in the late 1990s when he spearheaded an 
effort to rebuild the Branch Davidian church near Waco, Texas. In early 
2000, 
In July, 2001, Jones predicted the attacks of September 11, 2001, on his cab
le television show.
In early 2002, Alex led a campaign to repeal the Patriot Act with his Save 
The Bill of Rights Campaign. Since 2002, hundreds of towns, cities and 
states have thrown out this unconstitutional law. He features prominently 
as a pivotal figure of the 9/11 Truth Movement and this role has been 
acknowledged by such publications as The New York Times, Vanity Fair, 
and Popular Mechanics. On June 6, 2006, the New York Times cited him as 
being the “William Jennings Bryan of the 9/11 band… for his larynx-tearing 
screeds against corruption.”In September 2007, the History Channel 
acknowledged his leadership role in a documentary entitled 9/11: Fact or 
Fiction, although the production attempted to diminish this role and the 
movement as a whole by characterizing Jones as a conspiracy theorist. 
Alex was detained by Canadian authorities in June, 2006, as he attempted 
to attend a Bilderberg meeting in Ottawa. “Mr. Jones and his crew, camera 
operators Ryan Schlickeisen and Aaron Dykes, traveled to Canada to film a 
documentary about the Bilderberg group, a secretive group of former 
politicians and business leaders who are meeting in Ottawa this week,” the 
Ottawa Citizen reported on June 08, 2006. He was subsequently allowed in 
the country after a grueling interrogation. In September 2007, while 
attending a 9/11 demonstration in New York City, Alex was arrested on 
“unspecified charges.” The Infowars website reported at the time: 
“According to Infowars sources Jones was singled out by police from the 
head of a crowd of about 400 9/11 Truth Activists and protesters. He was 
verbally accosted and forced by the police officers to present identification 
which he was not carrying at the time.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qD2fLNdPwWA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8Hk1-BpXO8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8Hk1-BpXO8


  

   Documentaries From Another Alternative Researcher 
David icke Documentaries

David Icke ~The Robots' Rebellion (1994)  VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXdIoAtk9K8

David Icke: Turning of the Tide (1996) VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzr-rgAx914

David Icke The Reptilian Agenda (1999) VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4apWOUNOx64

David Icke: Revelations of a Mother Goddess (1999) VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0EzmI-pj9E

David Icke: The Freedom Road (1999) VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFAPzyAeMVc

David Icke - From Prison To Paradise VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hObaQyKV30Y

David Icke - Freedom or Fascism  VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt809StpqIM

David Icke: Secrets of the Matrix (2003) VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKNjADTjZNU

David Icke: Big Brother, the Big Picture, (2008),
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4N2bqmWvdjE

David Icke - Beyond the cutting edge   VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3Iyr0K7qus

David Icke Live at the Oxford Union Debating Society (2008)  VIDEO 
BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCwAcJ78a8A

David Icke - The Lion Sleeps No More.Brixton Academy May 2010  VIDEO 
BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzytGJh9cBY

David Vaughan Icke 
(pronunciation: /aɪk/; IKE, 
born 29 April 1952) is an 
English writer and public 
speaker, best known for his 
conspiracy allegations. 
Describing himself as the 
most controversial speaker 
in the world, he is the author 
of 19 books and has 
attracted a global following 
that cuts across the political 
spectrum. His 533-page The 
Biggest Secret (1999) has 
been called "the Rosetta 
Stone for conspiracy 
junkies.

http://www.davidicke.com/

David Icke  From Wikipedia, 
the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
/David_Icke

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXdIoAtk9K8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzr-rgAx914
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4apWOUNOx64
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0EzmI-pj9E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFAPzyAeMVc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hObaQyKV30Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt809StpqIM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKNjADTjZNU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4N2bqmWvdjE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3Iyr0K7qus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCwAcJ78a8A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzytGJh9cBY
http://www.davidicke.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Icke
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Icke


  

    THE FEDERAL RESERVE FRAUD!
The first misconception that most people have is that the Federal Reserve Bank is a branch of the 
US government. IT IS NOT. THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK IS A PRIVATE COMPANY. Most 
people believe it is as American as the Constitution. THE FACT IS THE CONSTITUTION 
FORBIDS IT'S EXISTENCE. Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution states that Congress shall 
have the power to create money and regulate the value thereof, NOT A BUNCH OF 
INTERNATIONAL BANKERS! Today the FED controls and profits by printing WORTHLESS 
PAPER, called money, through the Treasury, regulating its value, AND THE BIGGEST OUTRAGE 
OF ALL, COLLECTING INTEREST ON IT! (THE SO-CALLED NATIONAL DEBT). The FED 
began with approximately 300 people or banks that became owners, stockholders purchasing 
stock at $100 per share - the stock is not publicly traded) in the Federal Reserve Banking System. 
They make up an international banking cartel of wealth beyond comparison. The FED banking 
system collects billions of dollars in interest annually and distributes the profits to its shareholders. 
The Congress illegally gave the FED the right to print money through the Treasury at no interest 
to the FED.

The FED creates money from nothing, and loans it back to us through banks, and charges 
interest on our currency. The FED also buys Government debt with money printed on a printing 
press and charges U.S. taxpayers interest. Many Congressmen and Presidents say this is fraud. 
Who actually owns the Federal Reserve Central Banks? The ownership of the 12 Central banks, a 
very well kept secret, has been revealed: 1. Rothschild Bank of London 2. Warburg Bank of 
Hamburg 3. Rothschild Bank of Berlin 4. Lehman Brothers of New York 5. Lazard Brothers of 
Paris 6. Kuhn Loeb Bank of New York 7. Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy 8. Goldman, Sachs of 
New York 9. Warburg Bank of Amsterdam 10. Chase Manhattan Bank of New York. 



  

These bankers are connected to London Banking Houses which ultimately control the FED. When 
England lost the Revolutionary War with America where our forefathers were fighting their own 
government, they planned to control us by controlling our banking system, the printing of our 
money, and our debt. The individuals listed below owned banks which in turn owned shares in the 
FED. The banks listed below have significant control over the New York FED District, which controls 
the other 11 FED Districts. These banks also are partly foreign owned and control the New York 
FED District Bank: First National Bank of New York, James Stillman National City Bank, New York, 
Mary W. Harnman, National Bank of Commerce, New York, A.D. Jiullard Hanover, National Bank, 
New York, Jacob Schiff, Chase National Bank, New York, Thomas F. Ryan, Paul Warburg, William 
Rockefeller, Levi P. Morton, M.T. Pyne, George F. Baker, Percy Pyne, Mrs. G.F. St. George, J.W. 
Sterling, Katherine St. George, H.P. Davidson, J.P. Morgan (Equitable Life/Mutual Life), Edith 
Brevour, T. Baker.

How did it happen? After previous attempts to push the Federal Reserve Act through Congress, a 
group of bankers funded and staffed Woodrow Wilson's campaign for President. He had committed 
to sign this act. In 1913, a Senator, Nelson Aldrich, maternal grandfather to the Rockefellers, 
pushed the Federal Reserve Act through Congress just before Christmas when much of Congress 
was on vacation. When elected, Wilson passed the FED. Later, Wilson remorsefully replied, 
referring to the FED, "I have unwittingly ruined my country". Now the banks financially back 
sympathetic candidates. Not surprisingly, most of these candidates are elected.
The bankers employ members of the Congress on weekends (nickname T&T club -out 
Thursday...in Tuesday with lucrative salaries. Additionally, the FED started buying up the media in 
the 1930's and now owns or significantly influences most of it. Presidents Lincoln, Jackson, and 
Kennedy tried to stop this family of bankers by printing U.S. dollars without charging the taxpayers 
interest.

  



  

Today, if the government runs a deficit, the FED prints dollars through the U.S. Treasury, buys the 
debt, and the dollars are circulated into the economy. In 1992, taxpayers paid the FED banking 
system $286 billion in interest on debt the FED purchased by printing money virtually cost free. 
Forty percent of our personal federal income taxes goes to pay this interest. The FED's books are 
not open to the public. Congress has yet to audit it. Congressman Wright Patman was Chairman of 
the House of Representatives Committee on Banking and Currency for 40 years. For 20 of those 
years, he introduced legislation to repeal the Federal Reserve Banking Act of 1913.
Congressman Henry Gonzales, Chairman of a banking committee, introduced legislation to repeal 
the Federal Reserve Banking Act of 1913 almost every year. It's always defeated, the media 
remains silent, and the public never learns the truth. The same bankers who own the FED control 
the media and give huge political contributions to sympathetic members of Congress.

THE FED FEARS THE POPULATION WILL BECOME AWARE OF THIS FRAUD AND DEMAND 
CHANGE. We, the People, are at fault for being passive and allowing this to continue. THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD, A GOVERNMENT BOARD, HAS CHEATED THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OUT OF ENOUGH 
MONEY TO PAY THE NATIONAL DEBT SEVERAL TIMES OVER. The depredations and the 
iniquities of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks acting together have cost 
this country dearly.

They are private credit monopolies which prey upon the people of the United States for the benefit 
of themselves and their foreign customers; foreign and domestic speculators and swindlers; the 
rich and predatory money lenders. This is an era of economic misery and for the reasons that 
caused that misery, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks are fully liable. 
Half a million dollars was spent on one part of propaganda organized by those same European 
bankers for the purpose of misleading public opinion in regard to the Federal Reserve Bank. 



  

          WHAT MONEY LOOKED LIKE WHEN IT WAS STILL BACKED BY SOMETHING

Every effort has been made by the Federal Reserve Board to conceal its power but the truth is the 
Federal Reserve Board has USURPED THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES. IT 
CONTROLS EVERYTHING HERE AND IT CONTROLS ALL OUR FOREIGN RELATIONS. IT 
MAKES AND BREAKS GOVERNMENTS AT WILL. No man and no body of men is more 
entrenched in power than the arrogant credit monopoly which operates the Federal Reserve Board 
and the Federal Reserve banks. These evil-doers have robbed this country. What the Government 
has permitted the Federal Reserve Board to steal from the people should now be restored to the 
people.

Our people's money to the extent of $1,200,000,000 has within the last few months been shipped 
abroad to redeem Federal Reserve Notes and to pay other gambling debts of the traitorous Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks. The greater part of our monetary stock has been 
shipped to foreigners. Why should we promise to pay the debts of foreigners to foreigners? Why 
should American Farmers and wage earners add millions of foreigners to the number of their 
dependents? Why should the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks be permitted 
to finance our competitors in all parts of the world? The Federal Reserve Act should be repealed 
and the Federal Reserve banks, having violated their charters, should be liquidated immediately. 
FAITHLESS GOVERNMENT OFFICERS WHO HAVE VIOLATED THEIR OATHS SHOULD BE 
IMPEACHED AND BROUGHT TO TRIAL. 



  

If the media is unbiased, independent and completely thorough, why haven't they discussed the 
FED? Currently, half the states have at least a grass roots movement in action to abolish the FED, 
but there's no press coverage. In July, 1968, the House Banking Subcommittee reported that 
Rockefeller, through Chase Manhattan Bank, controlled 5.9% of the stock in CBS. Furthermore, the 
bank had gained interlocking directorates with ABC.

In 1974, Congress issued a report stating that the Chase Manhattan Bank's stake in CBS rose to 
14.1% and NBC to 4.5%. The same report said that the Chase Manhattan Bank held stock in 28 
broadcasting firms. After this report, the Chase Manhattan Bank obtained 6.7% of ABC, and today 
the percentage is most likely much greater. It only requires 5% ownership to significantly influence 
the media . This is only one of 300 wealthy shareholders of the FED. It is believed other FED 
owners have similar holdings in the media. To control the media, FED bankers call in their loans if 
the media disagrees with them.

Rockefeller also controls the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the sole purpose of which is to 
aid in stimulating greater interest in foreign affairs and a one world government. Nearly every major 
newscaster belongs to the Council on Foreign Relations. The Council on Foreign Relations controls 
many major newspapers and magazines. Additionally, major corporations owned by FED 
shareholders are the source of huge advertising revenues which surely would influence the media.

Every day I hear people complaining about what they don't like about our government and media, 
but not one of them are willing to put forth an effort to try and change it, especially when it comes to 
their personal lives. We are as much a slave on a personal level, as our government is to the 
international bankers. We keep right on using the tool they put out here to control us, credit cards, 
and we are imprisoned by it. We are no longer willing to save up to buy something, we have to have 
it right now, so the Government has made it easy to have what you want without the having to save 
for it, (CREDIT).



  

Don't you think it funny that in a land with so much wealth, only 2 PERCENT of the people own 
their homes? (CREDIT). Do you know 60 PERCENT of Americans have at least 3 Credit cards 
used to it's maximum? (CREDIT). Do you know that only 1 PERCENT of the people have their car 
paid for? (CREDIT). To be free, you must throw away your credit cards, and NEVER buy anything 
that you cannot afford at the moment of purchase. We will never be a free people until we rid 
ourselves of the burden placed here to control us, and when we stop renting from the powers, the 
power will cease to exist. 

Articles Sources Below

Federal Reserve Scam

Root of all Evil

U.S. is in Deep Doo Doo

The Guilty Fed and Feds

“Communism is not [and never was] a creation of the masses to overthrow the Banking 
establishment, but rather a creation of the Banking establishment to overthrow and enslave the 
people.” —Anthony J. Hilder

SOURCE
 http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/Federal%20Reserve%20Scam/federal_reserve_is_evil.htm

MUST WATCH VIDEOS ABOUT THE FEDERAL RESERVE LOAN 
SHARKS BELOW

http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/Federal%20Reserve%20Scam/federal_reserve.htm
http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/Federal%20Reserve%20Scam/root_of_all_evil.htm
http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/Federal%20Reserve%20Scam/united_states_is_in_deep_doodoo.htm
http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/Federal%20Reserve%20Scam/guilty_fed_and_feds.htm
http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/Federal%20Reserve%20Scam/federal_reserve_is_evil.htm


  

Fiat Empire: Why The Federal Reserve Violates The U.S. Constitution VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5K41O2QfpjA

Money, Banking and the Federal Reserve VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLYL_NVU1bg

The Money Masters a History of Money VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDtBSiI13fE

The Secret of Oz A History of  Money VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swkq2E8mswI

Creature From Jekyll Island A Second Look at the Federal Reserve VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhMacPvc5qc

Zeitgeist Addendum The Fraud of The U.S. Banking System VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gKX9TWRyfs

America: Freedom to Fascism VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6ayb02bwp0

The Magical Money Machine of The Federal Reserve Eustace Mullins VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er3xPXb7aQw

Theft By Deception Deciphering The Federal Income Tax  VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWqf96GqMiI

    End The Federal Reserve Exposing The Fraud Of The     
                        Private U.S. Banking System

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5K41O2QfpjA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLYL_NVU1bg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDtBSiI13fE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swkq2E8mswI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhMacPvc5qc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gKX9TWRyfs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6ayb02bwp0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er3xPXb7aQw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWqf96GqMiI


  

    End The Federal Reserve Exposing The Fraud Of The 
                         Private U.S. Banking System

Taxation Is Theft VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=0ne16Le-hq4#!

Money As Debt I VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pBIEvKctSs

Money As Debt II promises unleashed VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQuEOUzA9P8

Money as Debt III VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6uuAupT4AQ

Banking with Hitler VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YauM5dHLn1s

The American Dream VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j69Ap4lndl0

The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFG9CW2RNkA

The Capitalist Conspiracy G Edward Griffin VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udWXFC2sWU8

Ending Taxation - The Only Game in Town - 2011 VIDEO BELOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bn3hUcmNDdA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=0ne16Le-hq4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pBIEvKctSs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQuEOUzA9P8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6uuAupT4AQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YauM5dHLn1s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j69Ap4lndl0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFG9CW2RNkA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udWXFC2sWU8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bn3hUcmNDdA
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